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Media Mishandles Coverage of Ferguson 

Jackson Parker 
Editor in Chief 

Ferguson, a St. 
Louis suburb home 
to around 20,000 
residents, was 
brought to national 
attention when 
18-year old Michael 
Brown was shot and 
killed by a police 
officer on Aug. 9. 

Brown was shot six times 
on the street, unarmed, 
with his friend by his side. 

What brought the event to national headline 
status is the races of those involved: Micheal 
brown is African American, and the police 
officer is white. 

The details of the case have been examined 
by nearly every news outlet from MSNBC to 
Fox News. Commentary has largely revolved 

what happened in Ferguson. 
Jon Stewart of The Daily Show made the 

effort to give some larger context, as what 
happened being a symptom of the gen-
eral mistreatment of African Americans in 
America. But The Daily Show's main purpose 
is comedy, and it can be difficult at times to 
adjust to the seriousness of the topic when 
you're waiting for the next joke. 

Other sources examined the event solely 
through party-colored glasses. Conservatives 
and liberals on CNN, MSNBC, etc. seemed to 
either focus only on solutions without clarify
ing the problem, or offer condolences, while 
making it clear this is only the Justice Depart
ment's business. 

But Michael Brown was a teenager, regard
less of background or character, who was 
killed by an institution in place to protect 
him. This isn't a problem for another day. 

around assigning blame 
for the incident; ap
praising the characters 
of Brown and the police 
officer, rather than what 
happened, or why it hap

"There are a lot of bad 
For African American males 
who look like or have similar 
stories to Brown's, incidents 
like these aren't anomalies. 
Police discrimination and 
sometimes brutality against 

people in the word do
ing bad things; it deadens 
anyone to try and hear all 

pened. Instead of forums, of it." 
there's been political 
pandering and diatribes. 

Bryan Fischer, a right-wing radio host, 
upon learning that Michael Brown had 
marijuana in his body on the day of his death, 
gave this combination of words, "We've had 
stories, remember, we've had stories from 
Colorado, people going berserk on marijuana 
and killing people, hyped up on marijuana. So 
it's more dangerous than people think." Be
cause if it's not Obama, it's marijuana. Satan's 
tealeaves! Obviously everyone who smokes 
the stuff should be shot. But shot FOR t~e 
marijuana, rather than jaywalking, or possibly 
looking threatening to the cop. Tangents like 
Fischer's make funny sound bits for comedy 
shows, but they also distract from the real 
problems at hand. Like it just did with me. 

Bill O'Reilly, in a segment on the O'Reilly 
Factor, made the fair case that as this crime 
is being examined under the microscope, the 
risk of the police officer not being given a f~ir 
trial grows quickly. But his point quickly got 
muddled when he turned to personal attacks 
against AI Franklin and others outraged over 

minorities is an issue that 
demands attentiQn urgently. 

But one that is still almost impossible to dis
cuss, because Americans have this idea that 
the words "race" and "violence" are too dan
gerous for our mouths and are for Harvard 
professors and news programs only. News 
programs which commonly go from a story 
covering the horrors of the civil war in Syria 
to "What's Making Your Cat Fat?" And there's 
a fear that calling out the police for their 
crimes somehow insinuates all police officers 
are in the wrong. When it's only a very small 
population committing crimes and acting on 
racial prejudice. 

Maybe the cat stories and the humor, and 
even the occasional political fistpounding are 
partly necessary when delivering the news. 
There are a lot of bad people in the word do
ing bad things; it deadens anyone to try and 
hear all of it. But the real news, and the prob
lems that are at their heart, are getting lost 
in the chorus of unnecessary content. To the 
point of complete distraction from whatever 
reality exists in the world. 
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